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Soizic “
Lives in Paris, France

26 years old

”

A guidance counselor had advised
me to go on an agricultural course.
It didn't speak to me. Working in
the fields, raising animals, oxen...
that didn't appeal to me !

WATCH SOIZIC'S INTERVIEW
https://video.imagine-future.eu/soizic

I went to college anyway. I validated a
semester. The rest of the time, I worked in a
hotel in Normandy. Finally I validated my
other semester and I was admitted to the
second year. But in second year, I struggled to
keep up. In ecology I had good grades, but in the
subjects that I didn't like, it didn't work...
Questioned ! I tried to go by feel !

Since I was a child, I wanted to be an ethologist,
to study animals behavior. School was
complicated. I repeated primary school once,
and secondary school twice. But I still got a
baccalaureate in Science, without honors, with
the catching-up process… But I did it, in 2006 !

PARIS

“

I knew the Régie de quartier
Vaugirard. I’m told about a possible

In any case, it is clearly through my civic service,
through the IMAGINE project that I was able to
draw a new way. I was accepted in a vocational
training HND in nature management and
protection in the Jura. I’m doing my work-study
program within the City of Paris, at the Bois de
Vincennes in green spaces management. I’m

very glad of this apprenticeship. I’m in the
field and I leanr in the field. The best way for
me to learn is by practicing ! I like
educational activities, so I often organize
educational walks with children in the Parc
Floral. That’s what I really like…

civic service. A project for the integration
of young people without training or
employment in urban agriculture. That
interested me, especially the nature side.

”

My experience in urban agriculture really started with IMAGINE in
november 2019 at the 15th district town hall. My year of civic
service led me to question myself. It led me to understand if I really
wanted to go this way. In my current training, there are market gardeners. Maybe
I would like to go further. I’m not sure. Today, I don't know if it's a vocation, or if I
just want to learn to work on my own vegetable garden one day...

Today, mayby I can say it, it’s clearer ! I love and I go
hiking, I think I would like to be a mid-mountain

guide ! It combines hiking, nature protection, awareness,
outdoor work... and then I affirm more my sensitivities, my
values. I do "Mindfulness", meditation, I work on selfaffirmation... In Paris we are anonymous… while at school in
Jura, I have to confront myself with different mentalities , I’m in a
class where there are hunters and I am the “eco-Parisian”… so I
want to assert myself !
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“

Sofia “

Lives in Paris, France

26 years old

”

A guidance counselor had advised
me to go on an agricultural course.
It didn't speak to me. Working in
the fields, raising animals, oxen...
that didn't appeal to me !

WATCH SOFIA'S INTERVIEW
https://video.imagine-future.eu/sofia

I went to college anyway. I validated a
semester. The rest of the time, I worked in a
hotel in Normandy. Finally I validated my
other semester and I was admitted to the
second year. But in second year, I struggled to
keep up. In ecology I had good grades, but in the
subjects that I didn't like, it didn't work...
Questioned ! I tried to go by feel !

Since I was a child, I wanted to be an ethologist,
to study animals behavior. School was
complicated. I repeated primary school once,
and secondary school twice. But I still got a
baccalaureate in Science, without honors, with
the catching-up process… But I did it, in 2006 !

PARIS

“

I knew the Régie de quartier
Vaugirard. I’m told about a possible

In any case, it is clearly through my civic service,
through the IMAGINE project that I was able to
draw a new way. I was accepted in a vocational
training HND in nature management and
protection in the Jura. I’m doing my work-study
program within the City of Paris, at the Bois de
Vincennes in green spaces management. I’m

very glad of this apprenticeship. I’m in the
field and I leanr in the field. The best way for
me to learn is by practicing ! I like
educational activities, so I often organize
educational walks with children in the Parc
Floral. That’s what I really like…

civic service. A project for the integration
of young people without training or
employment in urban agriculture. That
interested me, especially the nature side.

”

My experience in urban agriculture really started with IMAGINE in
november 2019 at the 15th district town hall. My year of civic
service led me to question myself. It led me to understand if I really
wanted to go this way. In my current training, there are market gardeners. Maybe
I would like to go further. I’m not sure. Today, I don't know if it's a vocation, or if I
just want to learn to work on my own vegetable garden one day...

Today, mayby I can say it, it’s clearer ! I love and I go
hiking, I think I would like to be a mid-mountain

guide ! It combines hiking, nature protection, awareness,
outdoor work... and then I affirm more my sensitivities, my
values. I do "Mindfulness", meditation, I work on selfaffirmation... In Paris we are anonymous… while at school in
Jura, I have to confront myself with different mentalities , I’m in a
class where there are hunters and I am the “eco-Parisian”… so I
want to assert myself !
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“

João

Lives in Luxembourg

26 years old

”

A guidance counselor had advised
me to go on an agricultural course.
It didn't speak to me. Working in
the fields, raising animals, oxen...
that didn't appeal to me !

WATCH JOÃO'S INTERVIEW
https://video.imagine-future.eu/joao

“

I went to college anyway. I validated a
semester. The rest of the time, I worked in a
hotel in Normandy. Finally I validated my
other semester and I was admitted to the
second year. But in second year, I struggled to
keep up. In ecology I had good grades, but in the
subjects that I didn't like, it didn't work...
Questioned ! I tried to go by feel !

Since I was a child, I wanted to be an ethologist,
to study animals behavior. School was
complicated. I repeated primary school once,
and secondary school twice. But I still got a
baccalaureate in Science, without honors, with
the catching-up process… But I did it, in 2006 !

LUXEMBOURG

“

I knew the Régie de quartier
Vaugirard. I’m told about a possible

In any case, it is clearly through my civic service,
through the IMAGINE project that I was able to
draw a new way. I was accepted in a vocational
training HND in nature management and
protection in the Jura. I’m doing my work-study
program within the City of Paris, at the Bois de
Vincennes in green spaces management. I’m

very glad of this apprenticeship. I’m in the
field and I leanr in the field. The best way for
me to learn is by practicing ! I like
educational activities, so I often organize
educational walks with children in the Parc
Floral. That’s what I really like…

civic service. A project for the integration
of young people without training or
employment in urban agriculture. That
interested me, especially the nature side.

”

My experience in urban agriculture really started with IMAGINE in
november 2019 at the 15th district town hall. My year of civic
service led me to question myself. It led me to understand if I really
wanted to go this way. In my current training, there are market gardeners. Maybe
I would like to go further. I’m not sure. Today, I don't know if it's a vocation, or if I
just want to learn to work on my own vegetable garden one day...

Today, mayby I can say it, it’s clearer ! I love and I go
hiking, I think I would like to be a mid-mountain

guide ! It combines hiking, nature protection, awareness,
outdoor work... and then I affirm more my sensitivities, my
values. I do "Mindfulness", meditation, I work on selfaffirmation... In Paris we are anonymous… while at school in
Jura, I have to confront myself with different mentalities , I’m in a
class where there are hunters and I am the “eco-Parisian”… so I
want to assert myself !
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